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Abstract

The upcoming technology in creating the distributed applications for different use cases in real world applications are Blockchain technologies. The application may be private or public depending upon the use cases. Most of the applications are built by using the Ethereum platform in blockchain for use of security purpose. The nodes in the distributed network shares all the data to the other nodes without any modification of the data in the blockchain technology. The transactions done by the nodes were trusted through the digital signatures. Here, no central control or the central system will be there to keep track of other nodes data. In this paper, we built the POA network by using the Ethereum blockchain platform. The network is called the Proof of Authority and its main purpose is to deploy the contracts especially with authority in the Ethereum blockchain platform. We also explained about the ERC20 tokens, the working process of using the POA network and the codes for connecting with the web page.
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Introduction

The distributed database that stores all the records of the transactions among the nodes in the network named as Blockchain (Nakamoto, 2008). Each and every transaction, it is verified by the majority of the nodes in the network. It is the backbone for the digital crypto currency called Bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2008). One of the best examples for the
blockchain is the bitcoin. This technology came to the world through a paper “Bitcoin: a peer-to-peer electronic cash system” published in the year 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto (Nakamoto, 2008). Here, in blockchain technology the transactions stored in the digital ledgers are distributed among the nodes in the network which are immutable. Some of the use cases in blockchain are land assets, supply chain management, etc.

In blockchain, we use a decentralized network instead of using the centralized network. In the peer-to-peer network, all nodes share their records to every node in the distributed network. A copy on one node’s data will be shared to all the other nodes in the blockchain. Here, no central authority is given to any of the node. As it is decentralized (Lin, et al., 2018), anyone in the network can verify the other node whether it is valid or not. The node which is verified by the participant is called the minor. The minor is the participant (Nakamoto, 2008), who goes for mining work. Here, mining is the process of solving the mathematical crypto-puzzle. In blockchain, the bitcoin uses the cryptographic proofs for trusting the nodes to execute their transactions. Every transaction by the nodes are trusted through the digital signatures. Here, no central control or the central system to keep track of others data. Where, nodes are the computers that are connected to a distributed network. In blockchain, the data of one node is distributed among all other nodes in the world through distributed system. It is transparent to all the nodes that verify the data and are tamper proof (Nakamoto, 2008).

Transactions are verified and stored in the blocks are done by Miners. The main role of a miner is to solve the Crypto-Puzzle to verify the transaction that occurs between the two nodes in the distributed network and the reward for the verification of a transaction is given to the miner (Nakamoto, 2008). The blockchain builds the trust among the nodes in the distributed network by the following steps:

a) Distributed – the nodes in the network are connected and shares the data transparently in the real time with no central authority.

b) Secured – it is secured through the cryptographic method named SHA256 for accessing and verifying the data.

c) Transparent – because of the distributed network, the nodes can see all the transaction details of all the other nodes and can verify it easily.

d) Consensus based – with the consensus algorithm (Wang, et al., 2020), all the nodes in the network agree to follow the rules that made to verify the transactions whether valid or not.

e) Flexible – the users in the network evolve in pace with their business dealing.
f) Time saving – because of no central authority, no need to wait for the transactions to be validated and verified.

**Ethereum a Blockchain Platform**

Blockchain allows developers to build many of the Dapps by using the different platforms (Buterin, 2014). Here, we are going to build an application using the Ethereum platform. One of the most important platforms to execute the arbitrary codes to run on the programs in Ethereum (Buterin, 2014; Wood, 2014). With the help of smart contracts, the distributed infrastructure could be able to complete the different types of projects in Ethereum.

Ethereum allows us to build the decentralized (Liang, 2019) and the fault tolerant applications, which removes the intermediaries and provides the transparency to all the nodes in the network (Buterin, 2014).

A new tradable token can be created by using the Ethereum that can be used as the cryptocurrency. The wallets that are compatible with the Ethereum blockchain are used as a token coin as a standard API (Ethereum).

To build a blockchain based organisation (Wood, 2014), the nodes to be added in a network and should be agreed for the constraints. Smart contracts will execute the contracts automatically only when all the constraints are satisfied.

A clear concept of Ethereum should be known before entering into it. Now, we are going to learn few things about the Blockchain - Ethereum platform and the working of smart contracts (Wood, 2014).

1) **Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)**

Ethereum virtual machine are provided by a platform called Ethereum (Ganache), where the codes are executed by using the nodes in the distributed network. Here, the machine handles all the nodes information like address, pertaining to balance, current gas price and all about the block information. It is written in C++, Java, JavaScript, python, Solidity and many programming languages (2019). By using this, anyone on the network can execute the codes that are guaranteed and are deterministic. Which means the Smart Contracts.
2) **Solidity Language**

For smart contract, the language used by Ethereum is the Solidity language (2016). The programming language that are developed on top of the Ethereum virtual machine. The main purpose of solidity is to store all the states of the tokens, which are send and receive by the nodes. The programmers who are experienced in JavaScript, C++, Python could easily understand the solidity language also. If the solidity language are known well, then the program for Ethereum smart contract could be written easily.

3) **GAS**

In Ethereum blockchain (2013), the miners process the smart contracts and results in adding the new block to the Ethereum blockchain. The rewards given to the miners for their efforts, through the smart contracts on the Ethereum virtual machine requires some amount of payments named as GAS (2013). The amount of gas needed to spend for the miners were created in their smart contracts. If the smart contract gets complicated, the gas fee also gets increased.

**Toolkits for Implementing the Ethereum Smart Contract are Follows**

- **Node.js**: The program for running the JavaScript for server side environment (2020). For testing the functionality for the Ethereum smart contract we need Node.js (2020).

- **Truffle**: The Ethereum development framework, which allows us to write and test the smart contracts (Ganache). It is written in the JavaScript language and has the compilers for Solidity language.

- **Ganache CLI**: It is also named as TestRPC. The client (Ethereum remote procedure call) within the network (Ganache).

- **Web3.js**: The javascript API (2019), that communicates through RPC calls.

- **Parity**: the Ethereum client which is secure and fast for managing the accounts, tokens, etc …

- **Visual Studio Code**: The code editor (2019), where any other editor can implement by using it.
The above sequence diagram explains about use case of a banking application by using PoW (Nakamoto, 2008). In comparison with the other Dapps, PoA (Proof of Authority) (2018) is the process that completes in one-step verification. Our Dapp client and server integrate with the accounts for API services (plaid.com). To authenticate the user (Hu, 2019), the client side uses the service widget. The access token is returned from the plaid to client, when the authentication is successfully completed. With the plaid access token, the user fills the data about bank account number, account holder details, etc… and submits it by using the server. Here, the server contains the web app and the parity nodes that are connected to the Blockchain (Liang, et al., 2015). To deploy the PoA contract (2018), the nodes are made run under the Ethereum account. It needs the account to be unlocked. By using the trailing space, the user account is validated and normalized by the server. Then, the bank account number is fetched by using the access token by the server. Later, it verifies that the account number given by the user is present in the list returned by the plaid or not.
Now, the server combines all the user’s details of eth address + bank’s name + account number into a single stream of hash (SHA-3) function (Manzoor, et al., 2019). With the user’s signs with their private key and the hash (to unblock the users account). The digital signature, normalized bank account number and the name all returned to the client. With the Metamask (2020), the user signs the transaction and invokes the contracts.

The eth address is being verified by the contract that the address already exists or not. If exists, the transaction is rejected by the contract. If its new, then combines the parameters in order the server did and compute the new hash of SHA3. To verify the account that belongs to the user, it checks for the digital signature. If not match, rejects the transaction. If matched, then stores the transaction into the blockchain.

**Implementation of Ethereum**

1. **Build Ethereum DAPP**

   In Ethereum blockchain, to interact with the smart contracts, the Web3 is used. Where Web3 is a JavaScript library. When we develop the decentralized application, the Web3 library plays a major role in interaction with the user and the smart contracts. With this we are directly interacting with the API of Ethereum as shown in figure 1. Here, the Web3 makes the process easier for us.

   The two main ways to interact with the smart contracts are:

   1. Allows us to call the API (eth_call) or to read the data from the smart contracts.
   2. Allows us to modify the data in the smart contracts

   ![Decentralized application architecture](image)
Functions of Smart Contract in Ethereum

1. Smart contract address
2. Smart contract function
3. Function arguments
4. Ether value [transaction API, return API, call API]
5. Other transaction parameter [gas, gas limit]

In the transaction API, the block mining time is 15 seconds and we need to wait for it. The functions done within 15 seconds calls the function, read the function (Ethereum Community, 2016), read from the blockchain and finally returns the transaction shown in figure 2. In the earlier days, the Web development used a protocol called REST API. Now, in Ethereum API, we are using the JSON-RPC protocols. In our JSON-RPC, we are having the single end-point, means that with one end-point we can use other multiple end-points.
The smart contracts could be created and deployed into the blockchain (Lin, et al., 2018). For this, we need to modify the Ethereum platform to add a new block. But, it is not feasible for us to modify it easily as shown in figure 3. Instead of modifying it, we are using the JSON-RPC protocols which allows us to dynamically create many of the endpoints. This problem between the REST API and the web API are specified to certain amount of data in our smart contract are not that much easy. So, here we are using the Web3 a JavaScript library. We can install it simply from the NPM package manager of Node.js (2020).

![Flow of interaction with web3 and smart contract](image)

Where Web3 is an isomorphic library, used as a backend with node.js in the frontend and in the web browser, we need to access the Ethereum node ie., Main Ethereum network. All these are to be run in the Ethereum blockchain software. It has many of the nodes. In order to execute the web3, we need to get access to any these nodes.

In Ethereum blockchain, it is difficult to have high computational power and storage. For that, we need ERC20 (Vogelsteller, & Buterin, 2015) token and it is highly expensive. Instead of using ERC20 token (Vogelsteller, & Buterin, 2015), we can use Infura, which interconnects us with the Ethereum nodes. It is free for its usage and the access to Ethereum can be given by creating the new account in it. The API gives us the access to get interacted with the URL’s. This is to be connected with the infura. When we are connecting with the Ethereum with the smart contract, we use main network or like Ropsten, Rinkpy, Koven. We can also use the local host with Ganache. By using this, we don’t need Web3 (2018) in contact with ganache or with any Infura.
The steps to be followed for the Ethereum blockchain platform:

1. Creating the ERC20 token (Vogelsteller, & Buterin, 2015; Entriken, Shirley, Evans, & Sachs, 2018).
2. Importing the Web3 and creating a new connection to the Ethereum node.

Configuring the contracts by passing an interface, which describes all the functions that is from outside the blockchain. We name it as API and we also need the provider address of our smart contract. The instance is passed to the Web3 and after this process shown in sequence diagram, the objects are created and interacted with the smart contracts as shown in figure 4.

**Sequence Diagram**
2. Our Own Crypto-currency in Ethereum

ERC20 Token

Ether, the native crypto-currency of the Ethereum blockchain. With this, we can create our own crypto-currency or token which are allowed by the Ethereum blockchain. ERC20 (“Solidity”, 2019) are the standard that specifies how the tokens behave and how they are compatible with the other platforms, i.e: Crypto-currency exchange. Where ERC is defined as Ethereum Request for Command and 20 is the proposal identifier.

The Ethereum keeps track of account balances of the users who own their Ether. Ethereum is a platform, which allows us to create our own token without creating the new blocks.

By using the smart contract, the Ethereum Tokens are created. This standard shows that how the smart contract should work.

Example

We want to create a new token named “My Token” with the symbol (we can give as our wish) “MTK”. There will be 10,000,000 of the tokens in existence.

Now, at the initial state the token keeps track of the basic token attributes. Like it records the name, symbol, cryptocurrency exchange and how many remaining tokens are there, etc… These tokens can be transferred from one account to another account payments like crypto-currency exchange. They are purchased in the Crowd sale like ICO (Initial Coin Offerings).

Crowd Sale

One of the most popular way is to hold a crowd sale or the Initial Coin Offering (ICO). The way for a company to raise its capital for their business by creating their own ERC20 token (Dafflon, Baylina, & Shababi, 2017) and can be purchased by the Investors with their Ethers.

Working of ERC20 Tokens

1. Wallet transfers: sending tokens from one account to another account.
2. Buying and selling the crypto-currency exchanges.
3. Purchasing the tokens in the Crowd sale.
The ERC20 (Vogelsteller, & Buterin, 2015) specification dictated interface that the smart contract must respond to. It specifies that the structure and the functions of the smart contract should have. Also it provides certain events that the token must have like Transfer event. For an example in the codes given below, the ERC20 standard specifies the implementation of the transfer function. The smart contract is required and that governs how we can send the ERC20 token from our wallet to another wallet that are shown in code given below,

**Code for Smart Contract**

```
Step 1: contract ERC 20 Token {
Step 2: function transfer (address to, uint256 value) public returns {
   require [balanceOf] msg.sender ≥ value;
   balanceOf [To] ± value;
   Transfer (msg.sender, to,value);
   return true;
}
//…
}
```

The above function implements the ERC20 (Dafflon, Baylina, & Shababi, 2017; Hale, 2017) standard:

1. Whether the function exists or not
2. It accepts the correct arguments or not
3. If the user don’t have enough token for transfer, then it gets fail
4. If the user has the enough token, then the transfer occurs.
5. Selling of tokens event is triggered
6. If true, it returns the correct value.

A look into smart contract that how does it works as follows:

A. Stored the token name publicly as “DAPP Token” (Fröwis, Fuchs, & Böhme, 2019).
B. Stores the token symbol for currency exchange as string public symbols as “DAPP”.
C. Total supply of the token in existence is stored as uint256 public total Supply.
D. For token mapping, (Wang, et al., 2020) it uses the solidity mapping to store the balance of each account as (address => uint256) public balance of (Ethereum Community, 2016; Ethereum Foundation, 2018).
E. A transfer function is implemented to allow the users to send the token from one account to another account.
F. Implements an approve function, so that the users are allowed to spend their tokens like crypto-currency exchange.

3. Creating the Decentralized Application

Contract Compilation

Here, the contracts are written and executed in the Solidity language and the extension is.sol file (Visual Studio Code, 2019; “Solidity”, 2019). Now, we are going to create a truffle file by providing the command as truffle compile. Then the Migrations.sol (Rahimian, Eskandari, & Clark, 2019) file helps the process of deployment. If suppose we use Truffle box, we will be having multiple files. Now the truffle file gets compiled.

Running the Migration File

To deploy the contracts in the Ethereum, the Migrations files are used. These files are responsible for doing the deployment tasks, and the assumptions over time to time. Our project evolves that the new migration scripts on the blockchain network. As we compiled the truffle previously, now the command to run the migration is truffle migrate. It will run all the migration files in the migrations directory. In the simplest form, the migrations are simply the deployment scripts. If our migration runs successfully in the previous steps, then the Truffle migrate will starts executing from the last migration where it left. Now runs the newly created migrations. Truffle migrate won’t work if no new migration exists. We can use the command --reset to run all the migration files from the very first beginning. Make sure that the Ganache is installed and running properly before executing the migration commands as we use here a local testing as Ganache (Ganache).

Testing Our Contracts

Truffle test command is given to test that our contracts are running perfectly or not.

The two different ways are there to test the truffle. They are:

1) In our application, we are using the JavaScript and Typescript for executing.
2) For exercising our contracts, we use the Solidity language. Both styles of tests have their advantages and drawbacks. See the next two sections for the explanation.
Truffle and Metamask

Make sure that the truffle is compiled and deployed before interacting with the smart contracts and then to interact with them by using the Web3 (Ganache) client side JavaScript. Here, we recommend that using truffle-contract library is much easier and robust. The simplest way to interact with the Dapps in a browser is MetaMask (2020). To connect with the Ethereum network, we use an extension for Chrome or Firefox without running the whole node on the browsers. The metamask can connect to main network and any of the test networks like Ropsten, Rinkeby, Kovan or a local Ethereum development called Ganache or Truffle Develop.

We can use our Dapp the same way that node interacts with the main network as we use development with truffle. MetaMask can be installed by using the following steps:

- For chrome, go to chrome web store and click add to chrome button.
- For firefox, go to firefox add-ons page and click add to firefox button.

The MetaMask is installed and create the user account and get the 12 seed phrase while doing the initial steps. Now MetaMask is connected with Ganache and it runs on 127.0.0.1:7545. Before proceeding, first check MetaMask Web3 (2020) instance and extension are configured properly with Ganache. After all the circumstances are verified, perform the following codes.

**Code for Checking Instance for Web3**

```javascript
Step 1: Is there is an injected web3 instance
Step 2: if (typeof web3 !== 'undefined') {
    App.web3Provider = Web3.currentProvider;
    Web3 = new Web3(Web3.currentProvider);
Step 3:
} else {
Step 4: if no injected Web3 instance is detected, fallback to Ganache.
    App.web3Provider = new
    Web3 = Providers.HttpProvider('http:127.0.0.1:7545');
    Web3 = new Web3(App.web3Provider);
```
Connecting to the MetaMask Network

Here we are going to connect the MetaMask to the blockchain with the Ganache. Click (Nodejs, 2020) the networks to add what type of network we want to do. It may be main network or the test network. In the menu bar “New RPC URL” enter https://127.0.0.1:7545 and save it. Due to the local host running in MetaMask, our network will be named as “Private Network”. After this, close the tab and move to the accounts page. Which means “Ganache”. In Ganache, each accounts are given with 10 ethers and total of 100 ethers. For the deployment of smart contracts, the gas fee will be charged from the account. Since we have deployed our smart contract to the network, it is paid for it. Now, click on the icon in the upper-right corner to create the new accounts. When we launch Ganache, we will be provided with 10 accounts.

MetaMask along with Truffle Develop

The command line application that are used for testing purpose and to run the temporary blockchain (Metamask, 2020; Ganache) is called the Truffle Develop. It runs on the local host 127.0.0.1:7545. We suggest you to use 127.0.0.1:7545 instead of 127.0.0.1. Now, we want to use Truffle develop and to run it by default on 127.0.0.1:7545. So, we want to modify the codes. The New RPC URL entered by using the MetaMask in https://127.0.0.1:7545. Now, using Ganache cli with MetaMask, the only difference is that Ganache CLI runs by default on https://127.0.0.1:8545. So, we want to edit Web3 codes in MetaMask, when entering the "New RPC URL", enter http://127.0.0.1:8545.

The state of the block in Ganache has been changed. After the computation, the block number is changed. In our side, it is changed to Block 4. Initially, the original account will have 100 ethers. Now, it becomes less due to the transaction cost of the migrations.

Packet Management by Using NPM

Through the integration of npm, the truffle comes standard. It means that we can distribute and use the contracts, Dapp and even more Ethereum enabled libraries through npm (Nodejs, 2020). The following two directories are more important in Truffle package:

1. Contract.
2. Build (created by truffle and hold build/contracts files).
The Contract directory includes our projects raw solidity contracts and the build directory includes /build/contract and that holds the artifacts in the form of .json files (Nodejs, 2020). With this file, we can import all those contracts within the solidity codes. The .json build file allows us to interact with our contracts from the JavaScript, which could be used in our Dapp, migrations and scripts.

**Lite-server Installation and Configuration**

Now, we start our local web server and start using Dapp. The Lite-server library is used to serve our static files. Let us look into the codes for our project the Lite-server to which and where the files to be included in the directory. Here, we added the ./src directory for the website files and for contracts, we added./build/contracts directory. The dev command is to check the scripts in the package.json (Rahimian, Eskandari, & Clark, 2019), file in our project root directory. The script code tells the npm to run our local lite-server (Nodejs, 2020). When we give the command **npm run dev**, the server starts running and the local host for our project will be displayed. we will be directed to get the tokens from the crowd sale (ICO) as we discussed in the topic ERC20 tokens (Hale, 2017; Victor, & Lüders, 2019; Fröwis, Fuchs, & Böhme, 2019). Immediately, the MetaMask got popped up for requesting us to provide approval to connect with it or not. Here, without approval we will not be able to interact with our Dapp. Then the confirmation page of MetaMask (2020) appears. After confirming the page by providing out ethers in the account, we get the tokens and the ethers get reduced and we got one token as Contract Iteration.

**Proof of Authority Implementation**

1. **Proof of Authority (POA)**

   The consensus algorithm (Wang, et al., 2020; POA Network, 2018), which gives the power to limited number of validators to validate the transactions in the blockchain network. All the transactions are added to the blocks in the blockchain after the validation of the blocks by the authorized validators (POA Network, 2018). The proof of authority works according to the schema, where the validators are given the responsibility for creating the new blocks of transaction and that will be added to the blockchain. Also, by using the majority or the unanimous vote of block generators or without validating and depending on the configuration chosen for the blockchain, a new block can be directly accepted. The advantage of using the proof of authority is by using the limited number of validators with the less energy consumption.
Compared to Proof of Work (POW) mechanism, there is no need to go for solving the mathematical puzzle like the mining and it needs low energy consumption. Here, we use the Ethereum blockchain platform for proof of authority by using the Oracle network as an independent validator. In the oracle network, there is approximately 1.5 million transactions per day are occurring. Here, the blocks are generated with an average time of about 5 seconds. This is the fastest network, where all types of applications are build using consensus algorithm in this network. With the proper time and response, the Ethereum Dapps were easily migrated and run on the oracle network. Because, it is more compatible in the Ethereum platform.

2. Overview Design of Proof of Authority

The participants (nodes) in the network agreed to follow the POA consensus algorithm (Wang, et al., 2020) to maintain the transaction records. To maintain this, the three constraints to be followed:

a) To keep the ledger consensus: Bitcoin applies the proof of work protocol, where the mathematical crypto-puzzle are solved by the miners. They verify the transactions and publish the new block in the blockchain (Lin, et al., 2018; Wang, et al., 2020). Similarly, in proof of authority (Feng, et al., 2019), if anyone have to publish a block, there should have the highest trust in the group of transaction. Then only the block could be accepted and published. Here, the verification of any of the block is open to all the participants in the network (Wang, et al., 2020).

b) To motivate participants to publish blocks: In bitcoin, reward will be given to the participants who solves the mathematical crypt-puzzle. But in proof of authority, the trustworthiness is used. So, no reward will be given to the participants. It is based on the reputation, that shows how the participants trust each other could provide better service. In the overall network, the participant who gets more trust will publish the new block and gets the higher trust rate.

c) To prevent blocks from being modified: In bitcoin, the open network has the access to every machine that client has installed on their machine. It consumes high computational power, when they try to modify the transactions (Wang, et al., 2020). This becomes an attack called 51% attack. The proof of authority follows permissioned blockchain (Khan, et al., 2019), where all the participants are agreed to use their public and private keys stored locally and all other participants copy others public key. Because of having this public key, if any of the malicious events occurs, it could be immediately identified. The integrity of the data from the transactions are protected by using the Merkle tree concept.
Transaction Filter

In the above paragraph, we discussed about the modification of the transactions by the malicious nodes (Manzoor, et al., 2019), here we are going to discuss how to prevent those transactions. For this, we use filter transactions before packaging them up. In Algorithm 1: filter transaction is used to filter them up. Initially, when the transaction occurs, it will be authenticated for its user’s digital signature. Next is to check whether the verifier and the provider appeared belongs to the same block or not. For an example, let us assume that the transaction occurs between two nodes. The transaction Signature (Sig-x10) has been verified. If any of the transaction with same signature (Sig-10) comes, it will replace with the former ones that were used. To reduce the impact of bad-mouthing attack, (Khan, et al., 2019) from the same pair of transactions only one of them will be kept in the block. If the number of filtered transactions reaches the threshold $\lambda$, then the remaining set of transactions will be packaged to conduct the alternative block, meanwhile the other transactions would remain in the memory pool for next round.

Algorithm 1: For Transaction Filter

Input $T=\{t_0, t_1, t_2, ... t_n\}$; where $t_n$ is the number of the set.

Output Filter Transaction

Step 1: $\text{filterednumber} = 0$

FilteredTransactions = $\{t_0, t_1, t_2, ... t_n\}$;

Step 2: for $t_0$ in $T$ do

Step 3: if the rater and the provider of $t_n$

Have appeared in filteredTransactions then

Update (filteredTransactions);

Else

Step 4: if $\text{filterednumber} \leq \lambda$, then

FilteredTransactions. append ($t_n$)$\text{filterednumber}$

Filterednumber $\pm 1$;

else:

break;

else:

return verifying Drop($t_n$)
Block Verification

Before appending to blockchain, the blocks received from the participants are verified. This process is shown in the Algorithm 2: initially, the participant’s signature should be authenticated (Manzoor, et al., 2019). So, the transactions in the current block are verified by the signature. Next, based on the checked transactions, the rank lists will be recalculated. Later, the rank list provided will be checked that whether the sender of the block is there in the list or not.

Algorithm 2: Block Verification Algorithm

Input: currentBlock, ranking List = {}  
Output: block validity  
Step 1: if ! verify (currentBlock.Signature) then  
return false;  
rankingList = calculateRankingList(currentBlock.Transaction List);  
Step2:  
if (currentBlock.Signature) is not matched to he public key of the rankingList.Top then, r  
return false;  
return true:

Implementation of Proof of Authority Network

The upcoming screenshots will show that we deployed in the POA network with the sample Dapp token with ICO (Victor, & Lüders, 2019) smart contract which allows us to get the tokens and to send the tokens. Here, we are using the truffle framework to develop and the language used is Solidity programming language (Nodejs, 2020).

Running the Dapp in Development Blockchain

For running the Dapp in the development blockchain, we installed Ganache. The command to install it using the npm is “npm install ganache-cli” and also runs using the client-side application and the development with server-side. In this paper, for implementing the POA network, we are using Infura for development of Dapps. Initially, we have to sign-up for getting the API key from Infura. After getting it, we have to paste the key in the code from the.env file.
Installing all the Dependencies Needed

We want to install the following dependencies to our project in order to deploy the Dapp to our POA network.

1. Truffle HD Wallet
2. Dot environment (.env)

1. Truffle HD Wallet

The library that allows truffle to sign the transaction and broadcast them to the POA network is Truffle HD Wallet. So, we can deploy our Dapp whenever we want to do the transactions.

Using the command “npm install truffle-hdwalletprovider –save dev”, we installed the truffle HD Wallet provider. It uses the mnemonic seed phrase in order to generate our account. So that we can deploy our Dapp in the POA network.

2. Dot Environment

To install the.env file, the command used here is “npm install dotenv –save dev”. Here, we now installed both the dependencies and we have to save.env file by applying infura API key and the mnemonics seed phrase.

After creating the truffle HD Wallet provider with the mnemonic seed phrase, the new wallet is created and stored it in the dotenv file with the mnemonic seed phrase. It can be read with the node global object processed. In the package.json file, we have all the packages needed for our project. And we have to keep track of the address, as we use it further in POA network.

Setting Up Our POA Network

Our POA network will be connected by using the truffle.js file by using the truffle HD Wallet provider and the.env dependencies. In the truffle.js file, we apply the mnemonic seed and the infura API key. And also, we need to specify the RPC end-point of the infura shown in figure 5. In order to deploy the smart contract, we need to specify the network in POA, the gas limit and the gas price.
POA Network – Truffle Migrate

To migrate the truffle, the command used is “truffle migrate--network poa” and it is shown in figure 5.

![Figure 5 Screenshot to migrate truffle into POA network](image)

Here, by we used the metamask inject along with the client application, to connect the Ethereum HD Wallet, which supports the POA network (2018). We now select the POA network as our main network account shown in figure 6 and can be deployed by using our smart contract.

![Figure 6 POA network](image)
We installed a nifty wallet, by using the chrome extension. Which is used to buy some tokens by using the smart contracts to deploy in our POA network shown in figure 6. When we deploy the event, the nifty wallet will pop up for the confirmation of transaction. After the confirmation, it got updated successfully with the POA address account (2018). For the verification of the successful transaction, we open our nifty wallet and copy the transaction hash value. Paste it in the POA network blockchain and verify it as shown in figure 7.

![Transaction details in our POA network](image)

**Figure 7** Transaction details in our POA network

**Conclusion**

In this paper, we implemented the Proof of Authority (POA) network in the Ethereum blockchain platform by using the smart contract. We also proposed the POA network by comparing it with the other networks by using the Metamask like Rinkeby, Ropsten etc… The other networks are public and open to everyone. Here, in this POA network, it is also public with few of the authority that is given only to the authorized participants, who have the permission to access the network. In the future work, the Scalability, network issues it can be resolved and implemented in the game modelling for scalability and the decentralized finance for using the tokens in the financial sectors.
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